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bored with everyday life and duties, and began putting down words onto nice sentimental music. The result is here : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= ... 
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YouTube A physics teacher’s debut in music « Gửi người » Nhạc và lời : Bùi Thanh Thủy Trình bày: : Thanh Tuấn



Here is a nice story. A Vietnamese lady teaching presently physics in French at Châu Văn Liêm Secondary School (Collège Français de Cân Tho in the old days), Ms Bùi Thanh Thủy, was getting bored with everyday life and duties, and began putting down words onto nice sentimental music. The result is here :



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98TU8efzAVI When I told her via internet she is a nice poet, she just answered that it was the only text actually receiving a fair welcome. Come on, dear Thuy, you’re pulling my leg . She is to come to France for 2 weeks this very summer. As a matter of fact, she still teaches physics in French to her pupils, and is one of the only 3 teachers continuing to do so at that secondary school. The school has had a special programme implemented by the Agence de la Francophonie in 1994 in various schools in Vietnam : a 12-year long French-based programme allowing the pupils to reach the baccalaureate. The programme got to an end in 2006, but on many pupils parents’ request, courses are still given in French for mathematics and physics to voluntary pupils. And these pupils are carrying on using French till the baccalaureate. That could be why one of Ms Thuy’s own pupils just got a grant from France to study at Montpellier University, and will show up in France at the end of August for that purpose Congratulations, Dear Thủy . G.N.C.D.
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YOUTUBE Military honours for Nguyá»…n DÆ°Æ¡ng JJR 62 - aejjr 

Aejjrsite.free.fr Magazine Good Morning 7 juillet 2013. YOUTUBE. Military honours for Nguyá»…n DÆ°Æ¡ng JJR 62. Passing in Review the Old Guard is a long.
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LÃ¢m Chi Hiá»‡u JJR 62. Page 2. Page 3. äºšé˜¿! ã€‹ 117.50. Page 4. Page 5. Page 6. Page 7. cheese burger peking duck beef stroganol. TÃ�Manehna. NU. Wee!!
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Aug 23, 2014 - man's New Clothes", which described the ... for many mans described, with wit and anger and car, or of eating with the common folk at a ... ed to see Mao as an admirable champion unsound by friends or even family mem- is ...
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Global YouTube Audience Study - Offremedia 

Google Confidential and Proprietary. 2. 36%. YouTube users are slightly younger, online daily and more active than non-users are between. 18 and 34 years old.
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NGUYEN TRáº¢I - Q.1. DEN LONG RESTAURANT. OPEN. AVERAGE 200. PERSON. Page 2. Page 3. Page 4. Page 5. Page 6. Page 7. Page 8. Com Hal Sun la ...
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She then said that was not what she had in mind and slammed the door! In a way, the older generation still more or less lives in their colonial days where they ...
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Each year the Subway Lines get longer and get deeper into the far away suburbs where new subway stations are built metroului se prelungeÅŸte pÃ¢nÄƒ spre ...
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FLASHBACK. Par TrÃ¢n LiÃªn Khuong. Merci Ã  NguyÃªn Thanh Duc (JJR 63, USA), contributeur rÃ©gulier au GM, pour ce texte issu de son site personnel.
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youtube le best of des commentaires hollande 

Save As PDF Ebook youtube le best of des commentaires hollande sarkozy pen valls cope les meilleures punchlines et vannes today. And You can Read ...
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The Great Wall - aejjr 

a hÃ£o hÃ¡n I set up a trip to China to see the Great Wall and fulfill those gem sayings. It was a .... that's why they occupied us for a thousand years : to civilize us!
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There were two or three parties going on at the same time, celebrating something ... Loneliness is no longer a foreign feeling to m, in fact I often feel comfort in it.
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http://aejjrsite.free.fr Magazine Good Morning 4 juillet 2010. 1. Great meals ! (japanese lunch boxes, Â« bento Â»). Proposed by Vá»� ThÃ nh Thá»� JJR 68 ...
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Thailand's Crooked Army - aejjr 

WED, 20 AUGUST 2014. Retransmitted by Nguyá»…n Tháº¿ Anh JJR 56. Thailand's Crooked Army. A bloated force with 1,400 generals now will seek to run the ...
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about half an hour trying, we gave up and got back to shore because the tide was so strong. .... All along I was thinking about my family and my loved one. ..... unshaven for days, my hair all in disarray, looked baked by the sun and .... I have hesi
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Smart answer. Sent by Isaac Barmat JJR 65. LIBRARY SEATING. A man was looking for a place to sit in a crowded library. He asked a girl in a university library: ...
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The Confucian scholars must be upright, loyal, good at literature, poetry, .... "French peace" and mission civilisatrice in their new colony in the Far East. ... Phan Boi Chau or Phan Sao Nam (1867 â€“ 1940) was the leader of the Journey to the East 
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Friendship and the endless nights. Wines and songs, tears and laughter. Cool nights and warm get-togethers. It was just all Spring and Summer fragrances.
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Today, upon the bus I saw a lovely girl with golden hair,. I envied her, she seemed so gay, and I wished I were so fair,. When suddenly she rose to leave, and I ...
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Feb 27, 2016 - China's brief and bloody punitive invasion of Vietnam in 1979. ... 2. Sea. Rather, its (unstated) fears have more to do with potential instability in ...
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Aejjrsite.free.fr Magazine Good Morning 2 septembre 2018 ... I didn't say it was your fault, I said I was blaming you. Why does someone believe you when you say there are four billion stars, but check when you say the paint is wet? Why do ...
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